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driver…



One of the last things a crewman wants to see is his vehicle’s load scattered out-and-

about on the trail.

So use NSN 3940-01-503-

8210 to get an adjustable cargo

net for the bustle rack on the

M1-series tank. The black-nylon

net hooks into place over the

bustle rack, and easily adjusts

for a snug fit.

A three-position molded

nylon clamp locks a clinching

rope, which goes around the

entire net.

Each net comes with a storage

bag and attachment instructions.

Use NSN 3940-01-503-8210 to get
a cargo net for bustle rack(s)

This new
cargo net

is gonna save
me a whole

lot of
trouble!
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M1-Series Tank…

Darn it! I
wish there

was some way
to keep this
stuff from
falling out

of the bustle
rack!

Bustle Rack Cargo Net

Tarp Tiedown Kit
A snug fit is what you need when it comes to securing a tarp on the tank’s turret.
To help keep the tarp snug, use NSN 3990-01-512-9476 to get a universal quick tie-down

kit. The kit includes a black 12-foot nylon rope with adjustable locking device. At one end
of the rope is a powder-coated snap hook. A 2-in open hook attaches to the locking device
with its push release button.
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M1-Series Tanks…

A little sand
or a piece of

gravel that gets
caught under the
lower edge of

the lifting belt is
all it takes.

Without the belts, the
blade won’t raise or lower.
So check under the lifting

belts after every operation
and clean out any rocks

and sand you find. 

Then replace damaged belts
using NSN 4020-01-289-8249.

The sand and gravel
grind away at the
lifting belt, cutting

and tearing it.

Clean out rocks, sand

and other debris

great job
clearing
that mine

field today!

there’s some
sand under my

liftng belts that’s
a real grind.

Give Mine Blade Belts a Lift
thanks, but
how about a
little house-

keeping?

You’d be
wrong, though.

You’d think it
would take a
lot to bring

down something
as big as your

tank’s mine
clearing blade.



Using Tow Cables
Unless the propeller shafts have been removed, the tow cables are the first choice

for towing your Bradley.

Again, you need to take it slow and easy. The maximum speed limit for tow

cables is 5 mph no matter what the terrain.

Also, because of the weight of what you’re towing, it’s possible for a tow cable

to snap. It’s a good idea to keep all hatches closed and make sure all soldiers are out

of the immediate area before you start towing.

Make sure you hook the cables up right, too. Here’s how:

1. Remove the four pins and shackles from the front of the disabled vehicle and the

rear of the towing vehicle.

2. Loop one end of each

tow cable through a shack-

le. Use the pins to connect

the shackle to the towing

eyes on the back of the

towing vehicle.

3. Loop the opposite ends

of each tow cable through

the remaining two shack-

les. Before you hook the

shackles to the front of the

disabled Bradley, cross the

cables into an X pattern.

That improves steering

control and allows you to

make turns without drag-

ging the disabled Bradley.
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M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

Avoid a Tow-Jam

If your Bradley breaks down and there’s no recovery vehicle available, you can still

tow it home—as long as you have another Bradley.

‘Course there are a few things you need to know before you tow. First, you’ll have

to decide whether to use a tow bar or tow cables. Then you’ll have to know how to

use ‘em. Follow this info to keep yourself out of a tow-jam:

Using a Tow Bar
Towing a Bradley with a damaged transmission will completely ruin the final

drives—and vice versa.

Your unit mechanic prevents that by removing the propeller shafts before towing.

Unfortunately, that leaves the vehicle with no steering or braking control.

The tow bar gives you back some of that control. Since the bar is rigid, the vehi-

cles won’t collide every time you go down a slight hill. In fact, as long as you tow

at slow, steady speeds, you should have no problems at all.

Faster speeds, espe-

cially over rough terrain,

are another matter. That

kind of treatment will

bend and ruin the tow

bar. It can even rip the

tow pintle loose from the

towing vehicle.

The maximum speed

limit for smooth, even

conditions is 15 mph.

Never exceed 5 mph

over rough terrain.

Slip one tow
cable end over
shackle and
attach shackle
with pin

Towing too fast in
rough terrain will
rip out pintle

Cross cables
in X pattern
for towing

great!
broken

down and
not a

recovery
vehicle in

sight! you can use
me to tow

your vehicle
home…

…as long
as you know
how to do
it right!

don’t
worry! 
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M113A2-Series FOV…

Pivot steering reminderPivot steering reminder
hands

off when
it comes
to the
pivot

steering
on your
carriers.

keep it
connected,
but stay
clear!

here’s why…

so yourself and
others a big
favor… leave

the pivot steering
connected. then
leave it alone.

• Since the carriers no longer have swim capability,

you don’t need pivot steering for moving around in

the water. That’s always been the main use of pivot

steering.

• U-joints and the transmission case break when

pivot steering is used at more than 15 MPH or in any

drive range other than 1-2. Even at speeds under 15

MPH, using pivot steering tears up 

U-joints, the transmission and differential.

• To prevent damage and injuries, some mechanics

disconnect the pivot steering con-trols. That’s no

good! A loose horizontal rod can jam the steering

laterals. Jammed laterals mean no control over 

the vehicle.

Leave pivot steering
connected, but keep
hands off!
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M109A6 Paladin…

Whaddya expect?
My M93 muzzle

velocity sensor is
jiggling around

like crazy!

range control
says we missed

the target
completely!

Take

Jiggle
Out

of

M93
Mechanics, when you replace the Paladin’s weather curtain, make sure you reconnect
the curtain support, NSN 5340-01-371-3595, to the gun shield angle bracket, NSN 5340-
01-369-4657, right.

If you don’t, the top of the angle
bracket jiggles around. When the M93
muzzle velocity sensor is attached, the
bracket won’t provide a steady platform.
That leads to inaccurate projectile velocity
readings by the fire control system and
missed targets.

Keep the support and bracket tight
by always using new lock washers, NSN
5310-00-584-5272. Then snug down the
bolts, NSN 5305-01-396-0996, nice and
tight. That keeps the top of the angle
bracket secure and the rounds on target.

Loose bolts let angle bracket jiggle

Use new lock
washers when
securing curtain
support to 
angle bracket
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Combat
Vehicles… cap off grease fittings

getting all the dirt, mud, and sand off your combat vehicle’s grease fittings before

lubing is important, crewmen. Lubing a dirty grease fitting just forces dirt and

sand in along with the grease.

Contaminated lube not only won’t do its job, but the sand and grit can actually

damage bearings and other components.

One way to keep dirt out of fittings is to keep ‘em covered. Protective caps,

NSN 4730-00-289-8148, do a great job of keeping grease fittings unclogged and

dirt-free. So keep plenty on hand and use ‘em when doing PMCS.

Even capped fittings should be wiped off before lubing, though. That provides

extra insurance against contaminated grease.

M88A1 Recovery Vehicle, AVLB, AVLM…

Nice and Tight Is Right

Sprocket hubs work much better when they’re attached to your M88A1 recovery

vehicle, AVLB or armored vehicle-launched MICLIC. Keeping those hubs in place

means making sure the mounting hardware stays nice and tight.

One way to keep the hubs tight is to

replace the two-piece nut and bushing setup

with dowels, NSN 5310-01-123-6782. Since

the dowels are one-piece instead of two,

there’s less chance of their loosening.

It’s OK to use bushings on one sprocket

and two-piece hardware on the other, but

never mix the two on the same sprocket.

The nuts will loosen and you’ll lose the

sprocket.

Switching over to the one-piece dowel eliminates another problem, too. You’ll

never have to worry about how to get a stuck bushing out of the sprocket again.

Right now, most mechanics

remove all the hardware and let the

weight of the sprocket pull the stuck

bushings out. That’s dangerous and

hard on the sprocket.

Regardless of which type mounting

hardware you use, be on the lookout

for shiny spots or rust around the

nuts. That signals loose fasteners. If

you find any, tell your mechanic.

what a mess!
I’ll never be

able to get clean
lube into your

roadwheel arms!

yeah, if
only you’d

used grease
fitting caps!

One-piece
dowels keep
sprockets in
place

Look for shiny spots or rust around nuts

let’s hit
the road!
we’ve got a
mission!!

with my loose
sprocket hubs,
we’ll be lucky

to reach the
gate!



A loose starter on your HMMWV is the start of a big problem. Eventually it’s

going to end up on the ground.

It’s tough to tell if the starter’s loose just by looking at it, though. Loose bolts may

look tight. And it’s hard to tell with a visual inspection if the mounting bracket’s

cracked.

Your best bet is to crawl under

the vehicle and push up on the

starter. If it moves, call in your

mechanic to fix the problem.
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HMMWV…

Stop Starter Fallout

Caution!
Be careful of wiring
when checking the

starter so you don’t
get shocked.

Wearing
a ring or
watch is a
bad idea,

too.

Press up on starter to
check for looseness

what’s
that!?

my starter! you
just left it behind

on the road.



If you can’t remember the last time you serviced the FMTV’s air dryer, it’s probably

been way too long, mechanics.

If the paint hasn’t

been disturbed on the

line fittings and canis-

ter hardware, chances

are the air dryer isn’t

doing much drying

anymore. That means

water is in the air lines

and tanks. Rust—and

ice in winter—won’t

be far behind.

FMTV…

You’ll be referred to Para

23-6 in the -365-20-5 TM or

Para 23-11 in the -366-20-5

for servicing instructions.

The IETMs provide a service

button that takes you to the

servicing instructions. Those

sections tell you how to

remove and replace the desic-

cant cartridge and check the

heating element that removes

moisture from the air before

it goes to the primary and

secondary air tanks.

Service air dryer annually and
replace desiccant

it’s also listed in
the pmcs section of

ietms 9-2320-391-20 and
9-2320-392-20.

Has air dryer
been serviced?

yeow!! it's
like the Ever-
glades inside
your air dryer!

You’ll find the service
requirement in the lubri-
cation order, Appendix H,
of TMs 9-2320-365-20-5
and 9-2320-366-20-5.

The air dryer should
be serviced every 12

months or 12,000 miles,
whichever comes first.

well, yeah!
I can't remember

the last time some-
one did PM on it!



Cargo Cover Kits

NSN 2540-01-

459-0365
437-1463
385-9462

Vehicle

21/2-Ton

Color

Arctic
Tan

Woodland

NSN 2540-01-

459-6479
436-9658
386-2952

Vehicle

5-Ton

Color

Arctic
Tan

Woodland

Cargo Covers

NSN 2540-01-

460-3487
460-2337
387-3987

Vehicle

21/2-Ton

Color

Arctic
Tan

Woodland

NSN 2540-01-

460-0898
460-1075
472-5091

Vehicle

5-Ton

Color

Arctic
Tan

Green
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these
are the

individual
cargo

covers…

Parts for the Soft-top Cargo Cover Kits

NSN

2540-01-466-1937
5340-01-460-6627
4710-01-461-9274
2540-01-466-1938
5340-01-460-6627
5340-01-461-1429
5340-00-297-6637
5325-00-285-6250
5325-00-359-6844
5325-00-842-1879
5325-01-005-0600
2540-01-461-0106
4710-01-461-9189

5340-01-436-7619
5340-01-436-7620
4710-01-391-3192
5325-01-460-7431

5340-01-451-8966

Item

Bow, front and rear 
Strap tie-down, bow
Horizontal tube 
Bow, soft-top center
Strap tie-down, bow
Strap support 
Buckle spring 
Socket, snap 
Cap, snap  
Stud, cap  
Post, snap 
Brace bow support
Tube, horizontal 
Strap webbing 
(aluminum bows)
Strap webbing (tan) 
Strap webbing (green)
Tube, metallic 
Extension snap 

Parts for the Cargo Covers

NSN

5365-01-438-2640
5320-00-285-6250
5325-00-359-6844
5325-00-842-1879
5325-01-005-0600
4020-01-475-9242
4020-01-444-9193
4020-01-386-8148
4020-01-444-9254
5340-01-460-6616

Item

Ring dee  
Socket, snap fastener
Cap, snap fastener 
Stud, snap fastener 
Post, snap fastener 
Cord, fibrous 
Cord assembly, elastic
Cord assembly, elastic
Cord assembly, elastic
Strap, tie-down

Word from the desert
is that components

for the FMTV’s cargo
cover kits are hard

to come by. 

Keep this list of NSNs handy
in the motorpool. You’ll

need them to order coated-
polyester cab and cargo
covers and accessories.

First,
here are

the
complete

cover
kits…

Here are the
parts for the
2 1/2- and 5-ton

truck’s soft-top
cargo cover kits…

y’sure this is
a good idea?

hey, when you’re
desperate for cargo
cover parts, you use

what you can find.

look what
I got! a

bedspread
from that

palace down
the road!

…and Here
are the

parts for
the 2 1/2- and
5-ton truck’s

cargo
covers…



Unnecessary tire wear on M939-series 5-tonners in the “sandbox” has more than a

few mechanics scratching their heads.

They’ve checked the CTIS and tire pressure, and it’s on the money. The front

wheels disengage when the Front Wheel Drive Selector lever is moved to the OUT

position.

And even after taking the truck in for a front end alignment, excessive tire wear is

still a problem. What gives?

It could be the truck’s Carden-style CV

joints are worn. They can cause prema-

ture tire wear, especially on older trucks.

To prevent that tire wear, you mechan-

ics can put in more durable CV joints on

both front drive shafts. NSN 2520-00-

734-6985 gets the left side CV joint.

NSN 2520-00-734-6984 gets the right

side joint. The replacement CV joint is

rubber-encased.

Axle Seals
There are two different seal assemblies for the M939A2-series truck’s front axle.

Which seal is used depends on the CV joint. 

The shaft diameter on the CV joints is different. That’s why different seals are

found on the same model trucks.

By the way, you don’t need the thrust washer, item 9 shown on Page 3-426 of TM

9-2320-272-24-1 with the new CV joint. 

• Seal assembly, NSN 4320-00-734-6951, is
used on M939A2-series trucks with the newer
rubber-encased CV joint. This same seal is also
used on M939 and M939A1 trucks.

• Seal assembly, NSN 5330-01-271-9490, is
used on all M939-series trucks with the original
Carden-style CV joints.

• Seal, NSN 5330-01-271-9362, is used on
M939A2-series trucks with the original Carden-
style CV joint.

• Use the NSNs shown in Fig 236 of TM 9-2320-
272-24P-1 for all other M939-series trucks.

M939/A1/A2-Series Trucks…
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Fuel Tankers…

pack up,
old man!
I’m your
replace-
ment!!

my spring
let me
down.

The old-style ground wire clamps used on fuel tankers are known to fall apart

from rust and broken springs.

If you have an old clamp that’s seen its last days, replace it with a more durable

clamp that comes with NSN 5999-00-134-5844.

The new clamp is a snap to install. Remove the old clamp, snip off the wire eye-

let if there is one, and fit the wire into the new clamp. Use a 3/32-in hex wrench

from the No. 1 or No. 2 Common shop set to tighten the clamp’s handle screws to

ground wire.

move
over,

carden.
I’m the
new cv
joint in
town!

…what is
causing all this

tire wear?
Here’s the
lowdown

you need to
remember

until this info
is added to
the Tms…

Use Replacement Clamp

I’ve checked
everything on
this truck…



Corrosion that drips out of

the battery box splatters all

over the air tanks. It eats away

at the mounting hardware and

corrodes fittings. You could

lose air pressure for the brakes!

The best way to prevent bat-

tery corrosion from spreading

is to use a battery mat, NSN

6160-01-389-1966, under the

batteries and under the hold-

down straps.

The mat comes in a 1x100-ft

roll, so you can cut whatever

size piece will do the job. 

Covering the bottom of the

box is a good start, but putting

some pieces under the hold-

down straps will soak up any

boil-over from the battery caps

before it has a chance to run

down to the bottom of the box.

Use 6 1/2-in electrical ties to

hold the mat on the straps. Get

a bundle of 100 ties with NSN

5975-00-074-2072.
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HEMTT,
PLS… One of the last things a HEMTT or PLS

driver wants to see is his vehicle’s load

scattered on the side of the road.

To keep cargo in place, use the

adjustable cargo net, NSN 2590-01-522-

8060, that fits above the vehicle’s cab.

A three-position molded nylon clamp

locks a clinching rope, which goes around

the entire net. Each net comes with a stor-

age bag and attachment instructions.

By the way, these nets will not fit on

HEMTTs or PLSs that have up-armor kits

installed on the vehicle.

HEMTT…

nsn 2590-01-522-8060 gets
an adjustable cargo net for

the hemtt and pls cabs!

oh, man!
why hasn’t he
got himself
a cab net!?

Because the
HEMTT’s

battery box
sits directly

over the
vehicle’s air
tanks, it’s a
good idea
to rein in
battery

corrosion
before it
spreads.

Corrosion from battery box eats
away hardware and fittings

Put mats under batteries…

…and under hold-down straps

hey!! that
corrosion
burns!

sorry!
I need

something
to soak
it up!



TOW and Bradley TOW units that don't use the 2W1 cable adapter are guaran-
teed to be making large withdrawals from their bank account. 

The adapter, NSN 5935-01-117-3304, fits on both the 2W1 cable that goes to the
MGS and on the MGS connector itself. When adapters are installed on both the
2W1 cable and the MGS connectors, neither connector can be damaged by a
TOWster jamming the 2W1 on the MGS. What does that save a TOW unit? A 2W1
cable costs around $1,400. An MGS interface board goes for about $2,000. The
adapter costs $103. 

If you're not that worried about
money, then think mission. If the
2W1 or MGS is knocked out, so is
TOW firing. 

So before you leave the motor-
pool, make sure all your unit's 2W1
cables have the adapter lockwired
on. And make sure adapters are
installed on the MGSs too. Since the
adapters will disappear over time,
it's a good idea to order backups.

Help the adapters last by remem-
bering that when the 2W1 connector
is aligned correctly with the MGS
connector it slides into place easily.
The yellow guide lines on both con-
nectors are only rough guides. After
you match up the guide lines, you
must twist the cable connector until
you feel it snap in place. Then push
the connector down to lock it on. If
you have to force the cable connec-
tor down, you don't have it aligned.

TOW 2 Missile System… Are You an
Adapter?

I’m not going
anyplace

until you get
adapters for
my MGs and
2w1 Cable!

Safety wire
adapter to
connector

MGS needs
adapter,
too

Twist connector
until it snaps in
place. Don’t
force it on



If you think you've found a mistake in a missile or aviation TM or you have a sug-

gestion for improving a TM procedure, the U.S. Army Aviation and Missile

Command (AMCOM) would like to hear from you. Feedback from equipment oper-

ators and maintainers helps AMCOM put out clear, accurate TM information. 

A DA Form 2028 is how AMCOM wants to hear from you. The easiest way 

to submit a 2028 is via the Internet at https://amcom2028.redstone.army.mil

The website lets you track AMCOM's response to your 2028. 

Or you can look in the back of your TM to

find a blank 2028. Then either…

— mail it to 

Commander
U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command
ATTN: AMSAM-MMC-MA-NP
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-5000

— fax it to DSN 788-6546/ 

(256) 842-6546

— or email it to 

2028@redstone.army.mil
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Missiles, Aviation…

Never send
the form to
the office

responsible
for the TM.
That just

slows down
the response.

hey! this
procedure

is not
right!

then we
need to

let AMCOM
know.

These are
the only four
ways to submit
a 2028 to an
AMCOM TM. 



Lubrication—Of course, you

need to follow the lubrication

chart on Page 3-4 in TM 9-1015-

250-10. But remember when you

squirt grease in the crank handles

for the traversing, elevation, and

cross leveling assemblies, more

is not better. If you squirt and

squirt grease in the handles, they

can become difficult to turn. Give

the handles a couple of squirts

each and work the handles all the

way in and out to spread the

grease. Do that weekly. 

Test the buffer—If the buffer

binds, the mortar jumps more and

that can hurt accuracy. Pull down

the buffer as far as possible using

the two housing tubes as hand-

holds. Let it go. If the buffer

doesn't smoothly return to its

original position, something is

wrong. Tell your armorer. 

Fully screw in the firing pin bushing—

After you take apart the breech to clean it with

dry cleaning solvent, remember to screw in the

firing pin like it says on Page 3-27 when you

put the breech back together:

In the desert, don't

lube all the unpainted

surfaces of the bipod

with GPL, even

though Page 3-2 says

to. Corrosion is not

the problem in the

desert, it's sand. Lube

will attract sand,

which will chew up

the bipod's moving

parts and seals. Wipe

off all lube from the

outside of the bipod

in the desert. 

Fully screw in firing pin bushing

Wipe off lube
from unpainted
parts in desert

easy now!
my crank

handles need
just a couple

shots of
grease!

aren’t
you

s’posed
to spring
back in
place?

yeah, but I
got buffer
problems!

Tighten the bushing hand tight. Then put on the

mortar's socket wrench and give the wrench

handle one hand tap to fully tighten the bush-

ing. If the bushing is loose, it can ride up above

the firing pin. Then the round won't ignite.
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M120/M121 Mortar…

What's
the

Matter
with My

Mortar?

You may soon be
asking "What's the matter

with my mortar" if you
forget M120/M121 mortar

PM that matters.
For instance… 



Dear Sergeant M.P.,

The TM does come up short on mounting brack info. Here's what you need for

mounting the M121:

Order the lever release bracket with

NSN 5340-01-285-0619. To mount the

lever release bracket, you'll need a lock

washer, NSN 5310-00-584-5272, and

hex head screw, NSN 5305-00-071-2071.

Order the lower mounting bracket

with NSN 5340-01-286-0470. To mount

it, you'll need a lock washer, NSN 5310-

00-584-5272; flat washer, NSN 5310-00-

184-8992; and hex head screw, NSN

5305-01-325-8388. 

There are no repair parts for the lower mounting bracket, but there are for the

lever release bracket:

• locking pin assembly, NSN 5315-01-386-3977

• manual lever, NSN 5340-01-285-0135, which includes a flat washer, NSN 5310-

01-292-7760; locking washer, NSN 5310-01-285-0128; and locking nut, NSN

5310-01-285-0130

• non-metallic bumper, NSN 5340-01-285-7512, which includes spacer plate,

NSN 5365-01-292-7763; flat washer, NSN 5310-01-285-0123; and hex socket

screw, NSN 5305-01-285-0116

The angle bracket for the lever release bracket is not

available. You will need to order the next higher assembly,

the rim latch, NSN 5340-01-285-0619.
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M121 Mortar Carrier…

Dear MSG Half-Mast,
I need info on mounting the M121

120mm mortar to the side of the
M1064 mortar carrier. I can't find
anything in TM 9-2350-277-24P
on the mounting bracket.

SSG M. P.

Lever
release
mount
bracket

Mounting
bracket

Mortar base

thanks, half-mast.
we were having
real trouble
finding a carrier
bracket for me. Mounting

the 120mm
Mortar



Dear Editor,
If any mortar firing pin becomes immoveable due to PM neglect, the

tube can end up condemned. That recently happened here at Ft. Drum
when we had to condemn a 60mm tube because its firing pin had gone
so long without cleaning that it had frozen with corrosion and carbon.
A new tube isn't cheap.

Just doing the quarterly PMCS called for in each mortar's -23 TM
will keep firing pins moving. PMCS directs that the firing pin, firing pin
guide, and firing pin hole be inspected and then cleaned with RBC
quarterly. If you fire your mortars
frequently, then you should be
servicing the firing pin more
often than quarterly. 

Don't let your mortars sit neglected for months
in the arms room. They deserve better. 

Robert Foley
TACOM Logistics Assistance Representative
Ft. Drum, NY
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Mortars…

it’s
no

use!

I just
can’t seem
to move my
firing pin.
now I may

need a
new pin!!

Editor's note:

Good advice, Robert.

Let's keep those

mortar firing pins

moving, armorers.

Firing Pin Needs to Move

At least quarterly, take tube apart
and clean firing pin with RBC
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D7G Tractors…

sounds like
the high lone-
some whine of
a transmission

singing the
blues!

Dozers are racking up more hours of operation as they continue to move sand and

dirt around the worksite. Follow the word in TM 5-2410-237-10 and ponder these

transmission tips to keep your dozer mission-ready.

You pushed a load of sand out of the way and you’re heading back for more. But

when you slammed those gears into reverse and moved out, you heard a mournful

whine. That’s your dozer’s transmission singing the blues.

Every time you shift in or out of reverse without reducing engine speed you put

unnecessary strain on your dozer’s transmission. That’s bound to shorten its life.

Here’s how to change that tune:

1. While your dozer’s still on the move, push down the decelerator pedal. That slows

down engine speed without changing

the governor control setting.

2. Stop your CAT dead in its tracks.

3. Shift in or out of reverse.

4. Then ease up on the decelerator

pedal to speed up the engine and return

it to the governor control setting.

Decelerate
to shift
into or out
of reverse

Snug Filler Plug
Vehicle vibration causes the

plug (cap) in the transmission’s

oil filler tube to come loose. A

missing plug means dirt, dust

and water can get into the dozer’s

transmission—not good.

Before the day’s run, make

sure the plug is snug. Do not

stuff a rag or anything else in the

filler tube if the plug is missing.

Instead, have your mechanic

replace the plug with NSN 4730-

01-249-8409. It’s shown as Item

7, Fig 82 of TM 5-2410-237-24P.

Breather Valve Reminder
One breather valve that’s overlooked is the

one for the dozer’s transmission—it’s under

the operator’s seat.

Two things happen when the transmission’s

breather valve is clogged:

• Pressure builds in the transmission, causing

the seals to blow. And when the seals go, the

lube goes too. No lube means no gears. 

• Pressure buildup also creates a vacuum in

the transmission. When that happens, the trans-

mission stalls or locks up. You can’t move!

So keep the breather valve clean. It’s simple.

Just tap down on the valve to loosen any dirt

stuck inside. If the valve won’t tap or pull up,

have your mechanic replace the valve with

NSN 2520-01-164-0077. It’s shown as Item 9,

Fig 83 of TM 5-2410-237-24P.

NSN 2520-01-164-0077
gets breather valve for
transmission

Oil filler tube plug comes
with NSN 4730-01-249-8409

Before Shifting

24
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DEUCE…

HYEX…

No Steering While Dozing!

Turning the wheel while dozing puts so much stress on the track that it can be

thrown. Thrown track can crack road wheels, bend road arms and rip actuators from

the hull.

And forget about sharp turns during other operations. You can throw a track that

way, too. 

If you have to make a turn while pushing a load, use the excavator’s tilt cylinders,

but not the steering wheel. That’s hands off!

Operators, easy does it when
you “walk” the excavator’s
hydraulic tool hoses away from
or back to the vehicle.

Do not yank on the hoses or
let them snap back into the
recoil spool. Sooner or later
this yo-yo treatment breaks
the spring inside the recoil
spool. Then you can’t rewind
the hoses.

To make the hoses and recoil
spool last longer, walk the
hoses back—every time.

Walk the Hoses
Walk the

hoses back!
Don’t yank

‘em!

operators!
Read and
heed the
words on
Page 73 of
TM 5-2430-

200-10. 

Never
steer the

earthmover
during
dozing

operations!
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good evening,
one and all!
welcome to
extreme
makeover:
pmcs
edition

as you know, we select
one soldier each week
and do a complete
pmcs makeover on

his equipment.

we bring the soldier’s equip-
ment up to 10/20 standard and,
hopefully, teach him a thing or
two about the importance of

preventive maintenance.

let’s
take a

look at
what his
fellow

soldiers
have to
say…

this week’s subject
is pfc sy bennington

of the 5/912th armor,
ft whozit, montana. 
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around here, private
sy bennington is known

as slide-by sy.

looks like
we’ve got our

hands full this
week, guys.

this could
be worse than
the guy who
tried to turn
his m17 decon
into a cotton

candy
machine.

stay tuned to
see if private

bennington can
slide by this

time.

it sounds
tough,

all right.
we gotta try
to straighten

him out. right?

right!

all
right!

he insists that
preventive

maintenance is a
waste of time.

as a result,
his bradley
constantly

breaks down
on missions.

The
next
day…

he’s become a real problem for
the fighting 5/912th. he needs

some major help with his pmcs.

private bennington,
you’ve been

selected as this
week’s subject
for extreme

makeover: pmcs
edition.

where am I
going? hawaii?
vegas? I hear
tahiti’s nice this
time of year.

let’s get
started.

before you do
pmcs, you’ll need
a copy of this…

that’s the show
where you fix my
vehicle while I go
on an all-expense
paid vacation to

some exotic
location, isn’t it?

sorry, private. our
show’s a little more
low budget than
that. besides, you

wouldn’t learn much
about pmcs if you

weren’t here,
would you?

628.28-29(C)  1/27/05  6:24 PM  Page 1
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…the operator’s
manual. in it you’ll
find step-by-step
instructions on
what to check…

not to mention
the sections that
cover operations

under usual
and unusual
conditions.

there’s just too much
there to memorize it all.

try and you’ll wind up
forgetting something.

without the
proper

amount of
coolant,

your
bradley’s
engine will
overheat

and you’re
going

nowhere.

one of the
before

operations
checks you

should
make is the

cooling
system.

…and when to check it. pmcs
is broken down into checks

that should be made before
and after operations, weekly,

monthly and bi-monthly.

while you’re
checking the

coolant level,
don’t forget to
give the radiator

cap a good
look, too.

the gasket should be free
of nicks and cuts that

allow coolant to escape.
and make sure the chain is
firmly attached to the cap
so it doesn’t go wandering.

an important after-
operation check is draining

the fuel filter. that
removes water and other

contaminants that can
cause engine problems.

hey, this
doesn’t seem

so hard.
lemme try

one.

628.30-31(C)  1/25/05  6:02 PM  Page 1
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not all the pm you’ll
need to do is in the
operator’s manual.
you also need to

check out the vehicle’s
lubrication order.

it tells
you what
and how
often to
lube as
well as

what type
of lube
to use.

…and that,
private bennington,

is how you do a
complete and

thorough pmcs.

your bradley is
all set for that
field exercise you

have scheduled for
tomorrow morning.

the questiOn
is, what kind
of shape will
it be in next

week?

we’ve given you the
tools and the

training to perform
pm, but it’s up to you

to use them.

no worries
there. now that

I know how
important it is

to stay on top of
pm every day…

…I’ll
make sure
my bradley
gets the
best!

okay, I see. 
hey, there’s

more’n one lube
point here.

that’s
right.
you’ll

need to
get ‘em
all.

here, you can
start with the

propeller shaft
u-joints. they need

a good shot of
gaa semiannually.

wow!!
that was
great! what’s

next?

oil levels are really
important, too.

too much and you get
damage to the engine
and transmission. too
little and they can

burn up.

c’mon.
we’ll
show

you how
to do
it…

a few
hours
later…

628.32-33(C)  1/25/05  6:06 PM  Page 1
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hey!
who’s that
in the lead
bradley?

it’s…
no! it
can’t
be!!

it is!
slide-
by sy…

it’s
you!

yeah, I
learned my

lesson
real good!

that’s it
for this

week’s show,
soldiers.

tune in next week when
we visit camp smedley,
alaska, to thaw out a
specialist with space

heater problems!

lemme tell you…
my attitude toward
PM experienced an

extreme
makeover!

Next morning…
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if the covers have been off, clean the connectors
with denatured alcohol, NSN 6810-01-220-9907
and a swabbing brush, NSN 7920-00-514-2417.

if you want the Hellfire missiles and the 2.75-in
rocket launchers to work for you, keep the

connectors covered when the armament cannon
plugs are disconnected.

Use plastic covers or plastic bags. 

Otherwise,
sand, dirt and
crud get inside
the connector

holes and
short out the

weapon
systems. it may
even prevent

the crew from
being able to

jettison a
malfunctioning

weapon if
necessary.

When you remove weapons
for maintenance, cover the
connectors with connector

covers or plastic bags.

Mechanics, your
Apache’s wing

stores carry a lot
of firepower. if
you want to make

sure that this
doesn’t happen to

your pilots and
gunners then
listen up!

our rocket
launcher

won’t fire!

jettison
it!

Wing Stores Cover Up

AH-64A/D…

I’m
trying!
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CH-47D…

Taking a fuel sample on a Chinook

can be a messy job, mechanics.

But before you start grabbing

things from bench stock to use to

get a sample, here’s a simple tool

that lets you open the drain, direct

the fuel into your sample jar and

close the drain using one hand.

You’ll need to locally purchase

a sample jar, then order these

parts:

Here are the plans to make it:

1. Thread a nut on the bolt and run it down all

the way.

2. Cut a screwdriver tip slot on the end of the

bolt.

3. Remove the nut to clean the bolt threads,

then run the nut down all the way again. 

4. Drill a 1/4-in hole in the center of cap,

plug and jar lid. 

5. Put the bolt through the hole in the plug,

then through the jar lid (from bottom), and

then through the cap. Put the other nut on the

bolt and run it down tight. 

6. Drill five drain holes through the cap, lid

and plug around the bolt.

Put the device on the sampling jar and

you’re done and ready to take a sample. 

NSN

4730–00-540-2232
4730-00-554-8917
5306-00-687-7570
5310-00-877-5796 

Item

Plug 
Cap 
Bolt 
Nuts (2)

Top view Side view
Make fixture to fit drain

Cap
Jar lid

Nut

Nuts

Bolt

Plug

Drain holes Drain holes

time for
a fuel
sample!

looks like
that sample jar
is a perfect fit
and leaves no

mess.
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CH-47D…

as a new
mechanic,
you’ll find

there’s a lot
to learn
about heli-
copter pm!

I’m teaching
him the ropes,

sergeant
blade.

especially
about those
rotor head
hinge pins!

good!
that’s the
way I fit!

right
side up!!

New Chinook mechanics, in case you haven’t noticed, vertical hinge pins on

Chinook rotor heads have a top and a bottom. Putting them in upside down and tap-

ping away can ruin a good hinge pin. 

It doesn’t take much to get a hinge pin stuck, crush the seals or damage the hinge.

When working on Chinook rotor heads, remember that the tool slots in the pin are

at the top and that the bottom has a slight taper. Eyeball it to make sure you put the

right end in first. Then tap ‘em in and don’t hammer away!

Tap in hinge pin with tool slot at the top
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Back AGPU Up Right

Almost every crew chief or mechanic has used an aviation ground power unit

(AGPU). So think back. Did the AGPU have a bent or damaged drawbar, tongue

assembly and axle, or even a broken pivot bolt?

Some believe that sharp vehicle turns made at less than the prescribed radius is

the problem. Others believe that the pintle of the tow vehicle is too tall and it holds

the drawbar up at too sharp an angle or that careless backing is the cause. 

There seem to be all kinds of causes, but the best solution to this problem is sim-

ple—Never back the AGPU with any vehicle!

The AGPU is self-propelled, but it’s quicker to pull it with a tug to those distant

aircraft on the flight line. When you get to the bird, always maneuver and position

the AGPU using onboard power. When the AGPU must be backed up, the operator

should do it using AGPU power—not a vehicle.  

As a reminder, stencil a CAUTION–DO NOT BACK WITH VEHICLE on the

front, upper-left side of the AGPU on the opposite side from the fire extinguisher.

This will remind tug drivers not to back up!   

back me up
to that bird

under my
own power!

that’s right!
I don’t need no
vehicle to do
my backin’ up!

yeah, yeah.
cool your
exhausts…

…I know
you’re self-
propelled.

Black Hawk T700 Engines Needed!
Mechanics, T700 engines are in short supply! But you can help. Turn in all unserviceable engines
right away. And then the supply system can get them repaired and have serviceable engines on
hand to keep your aircraft mission ready. Please expedite unserviceable engines through nor-
mal retrograde channels.
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Mechanics, a day in the desert is really hot, sometimes lim-

iting maintenance that can be done. Aircraft parts, tools and

the airframe exposed to the sun can get hot enough to fry you.

So when you’re doing split maintenance operations around

the clock, use as much protective clothing as possible.

If you don’t, you could suffer burns to your skin when

grabbing a tool or touching a hot airframe or aircraft part. 

And make sure you take plenty of breaks in extreme heat

and drink plenty of water.

Dear Sergeant Blade,

I’m an ALSE tech on the Apache IHADSS
helmets. Are there any approved AVUM test
sets for the IHADSS helmet?

SGT J. B. 
MAARNG

Dear SGT J. B. 

There is no unit test set for the IHADSS helmet.

The only testing that’s done is to boresight the hel-

met to the aircraft and to the 30mm gun with the hel-

met display unit (HDU) attached, like TM 9-1270-

223-23&P says. Unit maintenance and PMCS for

your IHADSS helmet is just what’s listed in the TM.   
Check TM 9-1270-223-23&P

for info on helmet care

IHADSS Helmet Test Set?

TOO
HOT TO
HANDLE

man, it’s
hot!! I

could use
a break!

yeah, let’s move this
maintenance stand
under the shelter

before it gets too
hot to handle!

All Aircraft…
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DA Pam 25-35…

1. At the APD website, go to the spinning
block that says, “Pam 25-30” and click on it.
2. Under Quick Search, press the Search Field
down-arrow and scroll down and pick title. 
3. In the Search for block enter the equipment
name and hit the Submit block.
4. A results screen will appear. On the left side
of the screen, click the TM that contains the
operator or maintenance TM you need.
5. If you click on the TM number you desire,
another screen, Details, will appear with all of
the data pertaining to the TM. This screen
contains all the info a pubs clerk needs for
ordering any COMSEC-equipment TM.

Here’s
what you
must now

do to
order
COMSEC

equipment
publications

if you do
not know
the TM

number…

DA Pam 25-35, Index of Communications Security (COMSEC) Publications, has been rescinded.
It is no more!

All of the Army’s Communications Security Logistics Activity (CSLA) COMSEC-equipment TMs
have been transferred to DA Pam 25-30, Consolidated Index of Army Publications and Forms. You
can find DA Pam 25-30 at the Army Publishing Directorate (APD) website: 

http://www.apd.army.mil

There are 70 COMSEC manuals available for down-
load at the LOGSA website. The manuals can be found
by manual number, Publishing Identification Number
(PIN), or Initial Distribution Number (IDN). The manuals
are only available in the restricted distribution B area of
the website. 

if you have any
problems with any
process, please
send an email to: 
epco@csla.army.mil

COMSEC pubs are also
available at the Logistics
Support Activity (LOGSA)

website:
https://www.logsa.army.mil

Spinning
block…

…leads
to new
page



If you have any problems with any process, please send an email to: 
Helpdesk@logsa.redstone.army.mil 

If you need help finding a CSLA pub, contact:
epco@csla.army.mil

Military or civilian personnel
who disclose to unauthorized
persons information marked

FOUO may be subject to 
administrative sanctions

brought under UCMJ Article
92, or in accordance with 
AR 690-700, Chapter 751,

Table 1-1.

Remember, COMSEC
publications are

For Official Use
Only (FOUO). 

1. When you enter the LOGSA website, click on the
menu item labeled Publications and Forms (on the
right side of the page).
2. At the next screen, scroll down to Electronic
Technical Manuals (ETMs) Online and click on Go to
Electronic Technical Manuals Online 

https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/online.htm

3. At the Authorized Access Only page, click on the
I accept box.
4. On the “Electronic Technical Manuals ONLINE”
page, click on Request ETM Access.
5. COMSEC-equipment publications are sensitive, so
to gain permission for access to them, click on the
lock icon at the lower right.
6. Click yes on all of the “pop ups” that appear.
7. Read the text on the “System Access Request”
page and click on the Individual Account box.
8. Fill out the “Personal Information” page.
9. Follow the rest of the access request directions
and you’ll receive permission from LOGSA as they
state in the final portion of the access request.

To obtain access, go to 
https://www.logsa.army.mil

and do this…

To access the manuals,
you must register with
and receive a logon ID

and password from
LOGSA.



forgetting to oil the adjustment rod on the electric actuator on your 15-KW MEP-

113A or 30-KW MEP-114A generator could shut down an entire communications

system.

Here’s how: The rod is part of a governor that controls engine speed. Without

enough oil, the bearings inside the rod ends wear out. Once that happens, the rod

can’t move the way it should to trigger the fuel injector pump. The pump can’t deliv-

er the precise amount of fuel to the engine. And when the amount of fuel to the

engine varies, the electricity produced by the generator varies as well.

Communications systems are

especially vulnerable to changes

in power. Without a steady sup-

ply, they can shut down.

So oil the bearings in each end

rod regularly with 30-weight oil,

NSN 9150-01-178-4726. Wiggle

the rod a little to work the oil in

around the bearings.
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15- and 30-KW DED Generators…

a little oil will do ya’

our entire
communications

system just
shut down…

…and
no one
knows
why!

hmm…
I bet

someone
forgot to

oil the
generator’s
adjustment

rod!

what
the—?!

A loose bolt can
cause the same

problems as
worn bearings.

While you’re at
it, make sure
the bolt that
holds the rod
to the actuator

arm is tight. 



Most TMs don’t tell you to check generator fuel tank contaminant levels. But

anytime you find water or other contaminants in the fuel-water separator or fuel sys-

tem filter sump, here’s what to do:

• Open the fuel tank drain cock and

drain a small amount of fuel into a con-

tainer that will let you see the fuel.

• If the fuel is free of contaminants and

water—water will appear as various-

sized beads in the container bottom—

close the drain cock. Your system is not

contaminated. If contaminants and

water appear, continue to drain the fuel

until samples are not contaminated.

Then, close the drain cock.

• In cases of severe contamination it will be necessary to de-fuel the system,

replace all filters and clean all strainers. Follow the TM instructions for this job.

Fuel filters may have to be replaced two or three times after severe contamination.

If you found contaminants in the fuel-water separa-

tor or fuel tank and you get rid of them, you’re done,

right?

Wrong! That contamination had to come from

somewhere and you need to find out where. It

could be a fuel truck or an external fuel tank or

anything else in your fuel pumping chain. Get other

users to help you. It’s in their interest to find the

source of the contamination, too.

The engine in your generator will run poorly—or not at all—with dirty fuel. 

To prevent dirty fuel, the PMCS in

your TMs call for checking the fuel-

water separator for water and other

contaminants and to drain them.

Too often, this is not being done!

A small amount of contamination

is normal, but it needs to be removed

just the same. If contaminants are not

removed, they’ll accumulate in the

bottom of your fuel tank. You won’t

know it right away because the fuel

pick-up tube for your fuel system is

a few inches above the tank bottom

and the fuel will float on top of most

contaminants.

The problem becomes noticeable

when the contaminant level rises to

the level of the pick-up tube. By then

you have severely contaminated

fuel!

In a diesel system, fuel transfer pumps, injection pumps and fuel injectors have

parts that rely upon lubrication. Water and other contaminants can permanently

damage these parts.
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Generators…

T

Open fuel tank drain

Check fuel/water separator like this
one on the 10-KW generator

Has contamination
reached pick-up
tube inside tank?

We've found a
shocking level of
contaminants in
the generator's

fuel supply!

maybe
it’s my
breath.

None of
this would be
necessary if
people had

been checking
my fuel-water
separator for
contaminants
all along!
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• M93 gas-particulate filter unit

• M1A1/A2 tank

• M109A6 Paladin

• M2A3 Bradley

• M31A1 biological integrated detection system

• AN/TPQ-36 (V) radar set

• AN/TSM-191 transportable electronic shop

• AN/TRC-179 communications terminal

• remote control guided missile shop equipment

• AN/MYQ-6 data analysis central

• LP/PD1-90 integrated nonexpandable shelter

• AN/TSQ-158 net control station

• full-tracked combat tank 

• AN/TSQ-182, -183A, -184A communications
control set

• net control station

• bridge launching carrier

• S-832/G multi-expandable lightweight shelter

• AN/TSQ-179 target acquisition subsystem

• AN/TPN-31 radar set

• AN/T5C-124 tactical terminal

M48/M48A1
GPFs are used

in the following
systems…

if your
equipment
uses the
M48 gas

particulate
filter (GPF),

you need
to replace it
immediately. 

The M48, NSN
4240-01-161-
3710, has a
component

that contains
a carcinogen
that's haz-

ardous if the
m48 leaks or
is ruptured.

If your equipment uses the M48A1 GPF, NSN 4240-01-363-1311, it needs to be

replaced immediately if it was manufactured by Parmatic. Parmatic filters may not

provide chemical protection. Parmatic filters have lot numbers beginning with P,

PFC or PARMATIC. All other M48A1 filters are OK and do not need to be replaced. 

To request M48 or M48A1 replacement filters, email

M48-M48A1GPF@ria.army.mil

List the systems you have, the number of M48 and Parmatic M48A1 filters needing

replacement, your UIC, your DODAAC and shipping address.

Dispose of M48 filters as hazardous waste. Parmatic M48A1 filters should be

shipped to Blue Grass Army Depot. Contact the email address above for a trans-

portation fund cite and shipping instructions.

For more info, see MWO 3-4240-325-12-1. Questions? Contact TACOM's Deb

DiCaprio at DSN 793-6405/(309) 782-6405 or Kortnei Foulks, DSN 793-

5796/(309) 782-5796, or email the address above. 

feeling
lucky,
punks?

scramola! beat
it!

Blow!

take your
carcinogens

and get
outta here!

Ok.
we’re
outta
here!

what’s a
carcinogen?

I just can’t
protect like

I should!

I hate
gettin’
fired…
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M17-Series Decon…

If the M17-series decon's inlet and outlet assemblies are left open when the hoses

are removed, dirt and sand get in the water pump and eventually destroy it. 

Save the water pump by

keeping the inlet and out-

let capped when the hoses

aren't connected. Order a

1 1/4-in quick-disconnect

cap for the inlet with NSN

4730-00-485-5055. Order

a 1-in quick-disconnect

cap for the outlet with

NSN 4730-00-929-0791.

Keep the caps in the hose

storage case when they're

not installed. 

If sand or dirt does

freeze the water pump,

run water from a hose

through the outlet while

you try to turn the water

pump pulley back and

forth by hand. That often

will free the pump.

Cap inlet
and outlet
assemblies

Turn water pump
pulley by hand
while flushing
with water

uh-oh!
there goes
another

water pump!

you guys need
to keep my 

outlet and inlet
capped when

I’m just sitting!

11/4” 1”

CAP INLET and OUTLET



Lack of PM attention can stop your Fox NBC vehicle dead in its tracks. Here are

two easy ways to keep your Fox on the run.

Warm Up MM1
When you turn on the MM1 spectrometer, let it warm up and finish self-testing

before you start taking readings. Otherwise, those readings will be false. It usually

takes 10 minutes for the MM1 to warm up. 

Don't hold the confidence

check bottle sampler on the

MM1 probe or push in the cal-

ibration gas reservoir button for

more than 5 seconds. If you do,

you could saturate the spec-

trometer and then you have to

spend 15 minutes clearing it. 

Clean the Winch
When you do your weekly

PMCS, eyeball the winch cable

for mud. If you spot any, clean it

off with a rag. Mud makes the

winch sensors think something's

wrong with the cable. And then

you can't unwind the winch cable. 
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Fox NBC Vehicle…

Let MM1
warm up for
10 minutes
before
taking
readings

Check
winch
cables
for mud.
Clean
mud off

I’m ready
to run down
chemical
threats

thanks to pM!

Keeping Fox on the Run



TM 43-0139
TM 43-0139, Painting Instructions for Army Materiel, gives information about

applying ID markings over camouflage CARC colors. Para 4-9 and Fig 4-2 tell you

to use black lettering over brown or green CARC, green lettering over black CARC,

and brown lettering over white or tan CARC. The lettering paint must be CARC if

used on a CARC background.
AR 750-1

Para 7-8c(16), AR 750-1,

Army Materiel Maintenance

Policy, allows MACOM

commanders to conceal

bumper numbers in tactical

conditions. Para 7-8c(17)

allows overseas command-

ers to comply with interna-

tional agreements regarding

vehicle bumper numbers.

That’s why some overseas

commands paint solid light

color rectangular boxes as

the background for vehicle

bumper numbers. 

The TB and TM can be found online at LOGSA’s ETM website:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/find_etm. cfm 

AR 750-1 is available on the USAPD website at:

http://www.army.mil/usapa/epubs/index.html
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TB 43-0209
TB 43-0209, Color, Marking and Camouflage Painting of

Military Vehicles, Construction Equipment and Materials

Handling Equipment, standardizes how vehicle bumper num-

bers are applied.

The markings are divided into four positions in Para 9g-k.

Positions 1 and 2 are applied on the left, while positions 3 and

4 are applied on the right. The positions identify:

1. the major command, organization, or activity the equipment

is associated with

2. the intermediate organization or activity

3. the unit that operates and maintains the vehicle

4. the specific vehicle number (often associated with the order

of march) 

Anything beyond this policy, such as assigning a specific

number against a specific unit position, is a matter of unit SOP.

The answers
are found in
TB 43-0209,
TM 43-0139,
and AR 750-1.
Here are the

basics…

Hmm… the
sop says

this will be
number 34.

Unified commanders can comply with foreign
government requirements to use solid color
backgrounds for vehicle ID markings

the bad news
is you get to

paint the vehicle
ID numbers. let
me know when
you’re done.

but how do I
know what bumper

numbers each
humvee gets?

here’s the
straight scoop on
how to apply vehicle

ID markings.
can do,
sarge!

Bumper Numbers…
pfc Miyaki,
the good
news is we
got five new
Humvees in
yesterday. 

What’s stan-
dard about

vehicle bumper
numbers and

what’s left up
to unit SOP? 



• Wash the plugs in soap and warm

water. Rinse thoroughly. Shake off

excess water. Let the plugs dry before

returning them to the carrying case.

• Earplugs work only if they’re prop-

erly inserted. After you’ve put them

in your ears, gently tug on the plugs.

If you feel no movement, it’s a sign

the plugs are firmly seated.

• The standard carrying case has a seating

device for the triple flange earplug. You

can also use the seating device to insert the

single-sided combat arms earplug.

When you’re around noisy

machinery, put the olive drab

end of the plugs in your ears to

protect your hearing against

steady-state noise.

The earplugs are available in

the Army supply system and

through their distributor:

Brock Sales Co.
1155 Providence Road
Suite C
Brandon, FL 33511
(813) 662-2251
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Hearing
Protection…

As a soldier, you face two kinds of noise that can damage your hearing over time: One

is steady-state noise, the kind you’re exposed to when you run a jackhammer, operate

a power generator or ride in an armored vehicle. The other is high-frequency impulse

noise from weapons fire.

Wearing standard earplugs protects

your hearing against the steady-state

noise of machinery operating from 85 to

104 decibels. But these same earplugs

have serious drawbacks when you get

away from noisy machinery and go out

on foot patrol.  

Standard earplugs protect your hearing

against the noise of weapons fire. And, in

relative quiet, they also make it harder to

hear speech and detect the sounds of

combat—sounds such as an approaching

vehicle, the closing of a rifle bolt or a

footfall on leaves and twigs.

That’s why you need a pair of combat arms earplugs, NSN 6515-01-466-2710.

They’re two-ended plugs that protect against both the steady-state noise of machinery

and the impulse noise of weapons fire. They also let a soldier on foot patrol hear most

speech and detect combat sounds. 

Here are a
few tips on

the care
and use of
the ear-
plugs…

and Here’s another
sign they’re firmly
seated… Your voice
will sound low-

toned and
muffled to you.

Use seating device
to insert earplug

Here’s
how they
work…

With the combat arms earplugs you don’t

have to carry two types of plugs to guard

against two types of noise. The plugs come in

one size, which should fit most wearers. You

can wear them with most headgear.

You can also get a single-sided version of

the plug, NSN 6515-01-512-6072, that

guards against only the noise of weapons fire.

When you’re away from

operating machinery and on

foot, put the yellow ends in

your ears to protect against the

impulse noise of weapons fire.

Insert
yellow
plug for
weapons
fire noise

Insert olive
drab plug
for steady-
state noise

Hey, Dad!
Ain’t this da
bomb!?

That it
is, son, it
surely is.

hey!
look out!
are you
deaf?

These
earplugs
work for
all kinds
of noise!
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Containerized Kitchen…

Loose Handrail Needs Strap

Cooks, take care when you mount the stairs to the cook’s entrance on the con-

tainerized kitchen (CK). The handrail is not securely anchored. It fits into the holes

at the base and at the top of the steps—but it doesn’t lock in place. So, while climb-

ing the steps, a soldier could yank the handrail free and take a tumble.

Secure the handrail with the 28-in rubber tie-down strap, NSN 2030-01-168-

9371, and the 35-in strap, NSN 5340-01-492-4109, that come with the containerized

kitchen. They’re Items 37 and 38 of the Basic Issue Items List in TM 10-7360-226-

13&P.

We’ll use
the cook’s
entrance,
General.

You’re going
to love this
new kitchen,

sir.

oh… and
watch that
handrail. it

tends to be a
little shaky.

oops.

The tie-down straps have S-hooks on each

end. Hook the two straps together and hang

them over the handrail. Then hitch the hooks

under the side of the stairs. That should anchor

the handrail.

28”

35”
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Cots…

what is
all that
racket?

Here are
two things
you can do
to ease the

strain…

That’s the sound of a
soldier trying to install
the second end stick on

his aluminum cot, NSN
7105-00-935-0422.

it’s the second stick
that poses the problem.

With the cot cover
stretched tight, it’s a

chore to attach the stick.

1

2
When you install the second end stick, attach one
side of the stick to the frame. Then use a pry bar for
leverage to move the other side into place. Just make
sure someone’s holding the other end of the cot. An
end stick from another cot makes a good pry bar.

Use a pry bar… …to move
end stick
into place

A Stubborn Stick

Spread the cover in the sun for a while. The heat
relaxes the material and makes it more flexible and
easier to stretch.

installing the first
end stick is simple. You
just slip it through the
cot cover and attach it

to the frame. 
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That’s
about all
you can do
for your

ALICE. Any
other

repairs go
to DS.

nOt
much.

I can’t
think of
anything
either.

That’s right. Not
much. So, here’s
the PM rundown,

short and sweet…

Be on the lookout for
worn spots—any place
where metal or plastic
rubs against the fabric.

Empty rocks, gravel, dirt
or sticks out of pockets,

creases, folds or stitched
areas. They rub the fabric

and cause wear.

For tears less than an inch
long, fix them with cloth tape,

NSN 8315-00-958-0744, or a safety
pin, NSN 8315-00-787-8000.

if the fabric is ripped up to three
inches, sew it with the needle and
thread from the tentage repair kit,

NSN 8340-00-262-5767.

Repair small
rips, tears and
loose seams

on the canteen
cover,… 

…and
the first

aid/compass
case.

…the
small arms

ammo case,… 

Thanks for
the info,
connie!

Other than cleaning, what preventive
maintenance can you, the user, perform

on your All-Purpose Lightweight
Individual Carrying Equipment (ALICE)?

ALICE PM Short and Sweet
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Advanced Combat Helmet…

New Hat, Same PM
Here’s what you
can do to care
for the ACH…

• Look over the helmet for gouges,

cracks or scrapes that go below the

paint surface. See if the edging is loose,

split or cut.

• Inspect the chin strap webbing for

cuts, tears or ripped stitching.

• Look at the chin strap. Is the hard-

ware worn, cracked, loose or missing?

• Look for damage to the pads. If the

outer fabric is torn and the inner foam

exposed, replace the pad.

• If you find anything you can’t fix, take it to unit maintenance for repair. They can

replace the chin strap webbing, hardware and pads. They can also repair minor

cracks, scrapes, pitting and chipped areas.

Take, for exam-
ple, the new head-
gear called the
advanced combat
helmet (ACH).

it’s replacing
the old PASGT
Kevlar helmet. 

The ACH may be the newest
design with the latest tech-

nology, but it still needs PM,
same as the old Kevlar pot.

• For a more thorough look at PM for your ACH, see the preventive

maintenance checks and services in TM 10-8470-204-10, 31 May

2004. The TM also lists repair part NSNs.

As any old soldier will
tell you, serve long enough
and you’ll see all kinds of

changes to equipment…

upgrades…
MWOs… new

models… new
engineering…
you name it. 

He’ll also tell you
one other thing… Although

equipment
changes,…

…preventive
maintenance

remains
forever.

Inspect



Clean

• Unthread the chin strap webbing

from the ladder locks. Remove the sus-

pension pads from the inside of the

helmet shell. Take off the helmet cover.

• Machine wash the chin strap, pads

and cover in the gentle cycle with cold

water and detergent.

• You can also scrub them by hand

with cold water and detergent. If you

like, let them soak for 10 or 15 minutes

before washing. Frequent washing

helps prevent pad odor. It also makes

the chin strap more comfortable to

wear and easier to adjust.

• Rinse them thoroughly with clean

water and let them air dry. Do not

machine dry. You could shrink the fab-

ric or damage the pads.

• Wash the ACH shell the same way,

with cold water and detergent. Then

rinse it with clean water and let it air

dry.

• Use a small nail brush or toothbrush

to clean dirt and debris from the hook

disks on the inside of the shell.

Keeping the hooks and loops clean

helps the pads stick.
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Dirty, dusty, greasy and
grimy. That’s your helmet
inside and out after a few

weeks in the field. 

To clean it, all
you need is

cold water, a
cloth or soft
bristle brush
and some mild

laundry
detergent.

Machine or handwash
chin strap, cover and pads

Clean
hook disks
to keep
pads
sticking



iN MEMORY OF WiLL EiSNER, 1917-2005…

THE FOND MEMORiES ARE ALL OURS! THE STAFF OF P.S. MAGAZiNE

FOR THE FiRST 21 YEARS OF OUR EXiSTENCE, 1951-1971, MOST
OF THE CREATiVE iMAGES THAT OUR READERS SAW WERE DRAWN

BY WiLL EiSNER.

ALTHOUGH OTHER ARTiSTS WORKED FOR HiM, iT WAS HiS STYLE, HiS
CREATiViTY AND HiS SHEER ARTiSTiC GENiUS THAT DEFiNED THE LOOK OF
P.S MAGAZiNE AND THE CHARACTERS THAT THE SOLDiERS CAME TO KNOW
AND LOVE… GRANiTE-JAWED SERGEANT HALF-MAST, ViVACiOUS CONNiE

RODD, GOOFY PVT. JOE DOPE AND MANY OTHERS.

EVERY PERSON THAT HAS EVER WORKED AT P.S HAS BEEN AFFECTED
BY HiS LEGACY AND THE STANDARDS THAT HE SET. 

P.S 

P.S 



well, all my
vehicle needed was a
quick walk around.
whatcha reading?

this great
story about
nba centers.

it’s action that
gets the job done!

TALK iS CHEAP…

that does
it. all the

torsion bars
are good.



As a soldier, you know

the weather is always

doing something—always

doing something to your

equipment! 

A piece of Army equip-

ment is called on to work

at both ends of the extreme

reaches of weather and in

the middle, too. 

It’s not too much of an

exaggeration to say that, as

Mark Twain might’ve said,

“136 different kinds of

weather” can pound on

your equipment.

Can your equipment

take that pounding? It can

if you do preventive main-

tenance for harsh condi-

tions like your TMs tell

you. 

PM for temperatures

that hover above 100°F

will not do the job when a

thermometer reads zero. 

Preventive maintenance

done on equipment when it

hasn’t rained for a month

will not do the job during a

week-long monsoon. 

Match your PM to the

weather. Extreme weather

takes extreme PM. 

It’s a Stormy Life

always attending
strictly to

business; always
getting up new

designs and trying
them on people
[and equipment]
to see how they

will go.  

in the spring I
have counted

one hundred and
thirty-six different

kinds of weather
inside of twenty-

four hours.

The weather
is always doing
something…

But it gets through
more business in

spring than in any
other season.


